
TO whom it may concern
 
This bill is totally unfair for those who have spent much time and money to lodge
their application. If this bill is passed so many families (including children) are going
to suffer. All of them are under great amount of stress already. I request to all the
respected members of Legal and Constitutional Affairs Committee to have deeply
look in the matter before taking any decision. 
 
Let me explain it to you by an example, this situation is like if a restaurant has its
menu displayed outside and “Open” sign is there along with the entry requirements.
People come and see the Open sign and fulfil the requirements they get in the
restaurant and have ordered for food and waiting for it. They are very keen to get the
meal because the restaurant is very famous because of its food and service.
 
 But suddenly, restaurant manager appears, tells everybody that stove have been
broken down now you have to wait for an extra hour to get the food. Though it is
really hard to wait for extra hour when you really feel to have something.  But people
wait patiently and quietly. Manager does not change the Open sign to Close. People
keep coming in the restaurant and Manger is taking the orders. Suddenly, he realise
that he cannot handle the numbers of people inside the restaurant. 
 
He is panic now the only the easiest idea he came up with is to call the owner of the
restaurant seeking permission and power so that he can kick out all those people (who
were not on fault).He is also trying to convince the owner that he wants to do it for the
betterment of the restaurant. Is this willingness in the favour of the restaurant and its

reputation? Now it’s up to the owner what he decides?

 
Dear members of Legal and Constitutional Affairs Committee, kindly please do not
let this happen, otherwise
 

· Thousands of innocent skilled people will be affected who are already in
Australia and now feel a part of Australia as they have adopted this life style.

 
· There will be bad impression about Australia all over the world over this issue.

 
· If the power is in one hand to take any decision there will be uncertainty all

the time. People, especially student will think 10 times before coming to
Australia, and Students contribute to Australian economy a lot.  

 
There could be alternative ways where this problem could be solved without
punishing those who have already applied. Like not accepting the further application
for 1 year or so and finalising already received files.
 
Now in some professions, dear Immigration Minister says that there are more
applications than the places available, so the remaining applications would be
terminated by minister if the bill is enacted. Let say if it happens and people have to
leave the country. And in few years Australia need the skilled person in the same
profession again and minister starts taking again. It would be so unfair with those who
were driven out of the country and could not get their right. . This bill has no value on
human grounds. 



 
We all love this country and we can not see any thing like this before in the Australian
history. Because they are the one who even take care of birds an animal, how can they
let this unfair happen to thousands of human beings? We do expect it won’t happen

now and in the future as well.   

 
Regards,
 
 
 
 
 
 


